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OVERVIEW 

 I built this Pecha Kucha around the idea that natural environments spark thoughts and mindfulness. I 

touched on the relation of the United States National Parks Service (NPS) mission and the Environmental Protection 

Agency’s (EPA) efforts to protect the environment surrounding us.  The NPS’s 100th anniversary happened on 

August 25, 2016. On August 25, 1916, President Woodrow Wilson signed the National Park Service Organic Act 

(U.S. NPS, 2016a). Prior to this act, a series of events led up to the creation of the NPS. The major events 

influencing the creation of the NPS include Yosemite preservation in 1864 and park designation in 1890 (Gall, 

2013), the designation of Yellowstone in 1872 (U.S. National Park Service, 2016b); and the Antiquities Act of 1906 

(U.S. National Park Service, n.d.).  I provided the audience with my thoughts of nature and basic information of why 

it is important to preserve our natural surroundings and what changes each individual can make to preserve the 

environment. 

 I worked with a group of high school youth at the time I created the presentation. I created the presentation 

to match their enthusiasm for the environment and outdoor activities. Many of the high school students I worked 

with were aware of the need to preserve the environment and they could be a part of the solution, but did not know 

what actions they could take to protect their own environment. I touched on the basic reasons of why preservation of 

nature is beneficial to me and where they fit into the “environmental protection equation”. After watching the Pecha 

Kucha presentation, the audience could: 

1. Describe the impact of the natural environment on their own lives.  

2. Determine one action they can fulfill to protect their local environment. 

3. Relate feelings about protecting the environment based on the presentation content. 

 I used my digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera to take photographs of the mountains, forests, and 

landscapes of Colorado to accompany the story of the parks. I used iMovie and Adobe Voice to weave together 

photos, labels, and voiceover for the Pecha Kucha presentation. I used Adobe Voice to export and host the video file 

for sharing and playing the finished presentation.    

 

DESIGN DECISIONS 

I made five design decisions in order to create an effective Pecha Kucha. I presented the importance of my 

natural surroundings through photos with narration and background music. I wrapped both elements of visual design 

and unity into a complete presentation. I provided support to these intentional decisions in this paper.  

DESIGN DECISION #1: COMMUNICATION, NOT DECORATION 

I communicated the importance of protecting the environment through original photographs of the Rocky 

Mountains. Garr Reynolds (2014a) stated, “create visuals and other designs that express what is necessary,” (p. 15). 

I presented the environment through photographs while sharing my life experience on my nature walks. In other 

words, “graphic design is a means to solve a problem” or determine the goal of a visual product, not a decoration 

(Gaines, 2011). I showed what high school youth can do to help protect the environment. I took photographs of the 

Arapahoe National Forest and Clear Creek Canyon in Colorado to accomplish inspiration and engagement.  

DESIGN DECISION #2: SCENERY THEME  

 I picked my color scheme based on the visuals. Reynolds (2014b) shared a technique of using Slideware 

color picking tools to select colors for the color palettes (p. 84). I used Kuler by Adobe (n.d.) to select my natural 

color scheme from the photos used. In White Space Is Not your Enemy, the authors stated “dominant colors should 
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suggest a color scheme,” (Hagen & Golombisky, 2013a, p. 121). I chose my dominant colors based on the colors 

occurring in the sky, trees, and snow. I provided some variation of color with photos of sunsets.  

DESIGN DECISION #3: CORE IDEA AND CLEAR INTENTION 

 My core idea was that preserving natural surroundings is good for human health and happiness. Heath and 

Heath (2008a) explained in Made to Stick a profound compact phrase is difficult but can be “enduringly powerful,” 

(p. 62). In order to provide an “enduringly powerful” message, I gave direction with a core idea spanning the entire 

piece. Reynolds (2014b) shared clarifying intention is a great way to provide a systematic design without the user 

often knowing “the design of it,” (p. 16). I used my core message to give me a direct and clarified intention for 

design, which allowed me to focus on concise learning content and eliminate unnecessary information and visuals. 

For instance, I focused each photo and its accompanying narration on the idea that nature preservation provides 

space for mindfulness and action.  

DESIGN DECISION #4: UNITY AND HARMONY 

 To accompany my core idea, I provided harmony through a unified design. Reynolds (2014d) mentioned 

every individual slide should feel as though it is part of the entire piece in visual design (p. 221). Also, Reynolds 

(2014d) states variety of information can be provided when the elements seem to still fit into the same message as 

part of the whole (p. 221). I created harmony in message and unity in design through common elements and themes 

in the photographs and lesson content. Further, “a layout is visually unified if its different parts have visual links or 

relationships to one another,” (Hagen & Golombisky, 2013b, p. 58). I included photos that were simple 

compositions with two to three main visual elements. Also, I included photos of nature with similar backdrops and 

spatial ranges. 

Design Decision #5: Visual Appeal and Images (Zen, 93) 

 I included visually stimulating photos and images to improve the visual appeal. “High-quality images make 

it possible for us to become true digital storytellers,” (Reynolds, 2014e, p. 95). I enhanced the facts about the NPS 

and the EPA through the photos I took on my DSLR camera.  I chose high quality photos of natural beauty in the 

Colorado Rocky Mountains, an idea central to the strength of my core message. Further, “The craft of the image 

matters—composition, lighting, style etc.,” (Getty Images, 2016). Therefore, I designed the 20 slides to include the 

similar types of composition, lighting, and nature photography styles.  

FORMATIVE PEER EVALUATION 

PEER REVIEW QUESTION #1: VOICEOVER LEVELS 

I had a bit of trouble getting my voiceover levels to match in Adobe Voice. Did you notice this issue? Do 

you have any advice?  

REVIEWER A:  

I didn’t notice volume levels changing dramatically.  I think your voice sounds conversational, but it 

remains pretty similar throughout the entire presentation.  I would recommend varying the tone of your voice or 

adding some sound effects or changes in music.  I think this would add some unexpected elements to your narration.  

This would keep the listener’s attention and make specific content more memorable. 
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REVIEWER B:  

I didn't notice any change in level. It seemed very steady. I did notice a couple of spots that sounded like it 

was possibly re-recorded, consequently it seemed like an extra syllable in a couple of words. However, overall I 

think it sounded just fine. 

You might play around with adding a bit more expression and enthusiasm to your delivery in order to gain 

and keep your audience's attention. 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

I re-recorded much of my voiceover based on the reviewers’ feedback to vary my tone and avoid the sound 

of re-recording. At times, I paused to think at odd spots within a sentence. Luckily, Adobe Voice did not allow me to 

go back and re-record from a bad spot. I believed this was good because it ended up being more natural and realistic 

instead of edited and produced.  

I chose new music from my original version of the video. The music I chose was more contemplative and 

hopeful than the music I had chosen previously. Adobe Voice provided many choices for different types of music; it 

did not provide a chance to change the music halfway through the video. I did not have any other solutions for this 

problem and decided it was great the way it was. 

 

PEER REVIEW QUESTION #2: BACKGROUND AND TRANSITIONS 

Adobe Voice has built-in themes. I chose one which seemed to match my color scheme. What other types 

of background colors and transitions should I consider for this Pecha Kucha?  

REVIEWER A:  

I like the theme you used and the transitions.  It gives it a formal and professional look.  I like the brown 

frame because it allows the viewer to focus on the image.  But you could change the frame color to match the image 

colors more closely.  This could add an unexpected element to the presentation that keeps the viewer’s attention. 

REVIEWER B:  

I was thinking about this as I was watching. Perhaps you could use something brighter? I'm not familiar 

with Adobe Voice, so I don't know what the other choices might look like but the dark brown was almost a non-

background if that makes sense. You don't want it to be distracting, but I don't know that it enhanced the colors in 

your pictures with what you currently are using. 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

Ultimately, I decided to change the theme to be full-bleed photos. In reviewing others’ works, I realized 

this worked very well, especially on smaller screens. Adobe Voice has a limitation on slide backgrounds; therefore, I 

was unable to edit the color of the background to match individual photos. In response to Reviewer B, I chose a new 

theme that had a brighter background color, which only appeared in transitions between photos. I believed this 

worked well to maintain focus on the presentation content and not the presentation style.  
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PEER REVIEW QUESTION #3: PHOTO SELECTION 

I found limitation in photos I had taken myself. A few did not directly match my voiceover content. Why 

did this work? Why did this not work?  Should I have considered some alternative photos for any of those included? 

REVIEWER A:  

I think this is okay and works because your narration reflects the images pretty closely.  Even if it’s not a 

direct match up, the content and image are still related to your core message.  I had the same struggle.   

REVIEWER B:  

I noticed this as I was watching. I would definitely look for some other pictures for some of your slides in 

order to better match your content. Your photos should enhance your voice over and help drive home your point, 

and this didn't happen in parts of your video. I enjoyed your photos very much and knowing that you took them adds 

credibility to your project. You just want to be sure to get your core idea clearly across to your audience. 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

I was thankful for Reviewer B’s input about taking other pictures. I chose to take Reviewer A’s advice and 

stuck with the photos I had. In rearranging the storyline, I made the photos work with what I included in the 

voiceover. Also, I was not sure I could get similar quality photos in the time that remained to make visual edits.  

PEER REVIEW QUESTION #4: STORYTELLING VS. FACTS 

When given the assignment, I had the idea I had to teach something. After viewing one of instructor 

Sharp’s videos, I realized it did not contain as much storytelling as he may expect. I had used storytelling as a design 

decision for the first project and omitted it for this project. My question is this: does my Pecha Kucha contain 

enough storytelling and interest to fit this request? 

REVIEWER A:  

I don’t think it contains enough storytelling.  I think you have some good opportunities to tell how you 

personally have benefited from the NPS and EPA, but you don’t capitalize them.  Instead, you provide more 

information.  I think it’s a little too content heavy when compared to storytelling.  I think the storytelling would 

make the content more memorable.  Also, you could make the images more personal for the viewer by telling them 

where the photo was taken.  This would allow the viewer to draw on their personal experiences in the Rocky 

Mountains. 

REVIEWER B:  

I feel you did teach something in your video and you had many good points. It is clear that you have a 

passion for your topic. It had more of a fact delivery, lecture type style than story telling. I definitely think you could 

add some storytelling elements to it in order to make some of the statistics stick better with your audience. 
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CONSIDERATIONS: 

In response to both reviewers, I re-wrote and re-recorded the voiceover for the entire piece. In place of facts 

and statements, I included stories and thoughts from walks I had taken to obtain the photos. I believed this worked 

better than a fact delivery presentation. Heath and Heath (2009b) mentioned stories and relationships were more 

interesting than facts (p. 204). This finding supported my decision to cut much of the fact and incorporate more 

storytelling.  

 

PEER REVIEW QUESTION #5: OVERALL REACTION 

In general, is there anything I should have considered changing not covered in previous questions? I would 

love to make this presentation the best it can be. For instance, do the content points and call-to-action match what is 

written in my overview and design decisions?  

REVIEWER A:  

I think you could make the call-to-action a little more direct by asking the audience to do something while 

they’re looking at specific images.  Ask them to think while they’re watching and listening.  Think about ways 

listener’s can connect with the benefits and then explicitly or overtly draw their attention to those benefits with 

changes in tone, sounds, or questions.  I just think you need to try to get the listener more involved in the 

presentation.     

REVIEWER B: 

The call to action was clear and the content was there. I did wonder, considering your audience is high 

school students, if the tone of the video fit your purpose. A little unpredictability, humor or storytelling I feel would 

be very beneficial to keeping this particular group's attention. There was a very tranquil, steady, predictable flow to 

your video which can be good, but it also makes it difficult for information to have an impact and for the facts to 

stick in your viewer's mind. 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

In response to both reviewers, I decided to include a few different call to actions. In response to Reviewer 

A, I included a call to action closer to the beginning of the presentation. Specifically, I included a call to action to 

think about “What do you enjoy about the mountains?” In response to Reviewer B, I included a few more actions 

specific to high school students. Regarding humor, I tried to include humor, but found it difficult to include in the 

video given the tone and my purpose. I decided contemplative and insightful may be a better direction than funny.  

LESSONS LEARNED 

 I had a few lessons learned in producing my video for this assignment. I learned lessons mostly related to 

Adobe Voice and planning a video I could not edit easily.  

 My lessons about Adobe Voice started with voice levels. Initially, I recorded my voiceover with the 

microphone on my iPad. Unfortunately, the iPad filter for voice recordings did not drown out enough background 

sound. I solved the problem by using my headphones with a built-in microphone. The sound was clearer using the 

headphones, but the sound levels were uneven. Upon re-recording my voiceovers, I double and triple checked the 
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orientation of the microphone to my mouth. I believed the sound levels still could be attributed to a built-in sound 

leveler in Adobe Voice. I had no way of really adjusting my voice levels after producing the recording without re-

recording the segment. It was frustrating and I decided to use Adobe Voice for situations in which the media is only 

for a casual learning environment.  

 My next lesson learned with Adobe Voice was about musical editing restrictions. Adobe Voice had a small 

library of built-in songs for automatically inserting behind the voiceover recordings. There were tools for me to 

adjust sound levels and test out new sound samples. I went back to make changes to include a diverse sample of 

songs in response to Reviewer A’s idea about unexpectedness. Adobe Voice did not allow this type of music 

inclusion. The music I chose for my final video had a slightly more diverse sound and switched between an ethereal 

feel and a serious, contemplative feel. In the end, it was not a separate song, but I created unexpectedness with a new 

song.  

 I learned about voice timing for this video. My lesson learned here was voiceovers can be hard to slow 

down and keep a steady pace throughout a presentation. I had experience doing casual voiceovers for work but had 

never listened to the recordings. In watching the video, I noticed my voice speed up and slow down and my tone 

become constant and mundane. I re-recorded a few segments to increase my tone variation. I believed I could have 

provided more voice variation.  

 Initially, I designed the piece to be more of a fact based, persuasive narrative. In the end, I designed it to be 

more relational through storytelling and personal thought. I learned a lesson in planning storytelling ahead of time. If 

I noticed the need from the beginning, I may have taken the photos in a different way or created a more established 

narrative with the storyline. I believed the changes made for the final were effective, but could have been more 

engaging with a better written story.  

 Importantly, I learned I enjoy this type of work. I would gladly design a Pecha Kucha presentation again 

and take my own photos again. It was a pleasure having an excuse to go hiking in the winter. It was a pleasure 

exploring Adobe Voice. 
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